Workspace Design Service

A seamless user experience is at the heart of every successful Unified Communications (UC) deployment. To get there, you need the right technology in the right-sized conference room. Let Polycom guide you to the right UC solution for your various collaboration spaces with our Workspace Design services.

Looking for a consistent experience?
More and more, enterprises are seeking uniformity and consistency in the user experience. While conference room sizes and the technology within them might vary, employees want to have a reliable, user-friendly experience.

Looking for new technology solutions to modernize your conference rooms?
Polycom® RealPresence Trio™ for huddle spaces. Polycom® RealPresence Centro™ for creative collaboration. Innovative designs for the board room. Polycom has technology to fit any workplace environment. Let our teams guide you to the right technology for the space you are considering.

Time to refresh your huddle rooms?
Do your collaboration spaces need a makeover? Are you looking to apply a consistent color or furniture layout across all conference rooms? Polycom can lead you through the appropriate space planning decisions so that you can make ideal use of your office environment.

Have a custom design in mind?
You have a vision for a workplace of the future, and it’s almost clear to you, but you just need an extra push to finalize it. With both 2D floor plans and 3D renderings that the Workspace Design service will provide, you can project your vision onto the screen and evaluate its feasibility with our experts. Then tweak and modify it as necessary, until you see it come to life.

Polycom has the expertise to take you to the next level.
Designing a dependable user experience takes planning: when defining the user story, identifying the right-sized space, and fitting the right technology to achieve your vision. With the Polycom Workspace Design services, you are in expert hands.

Our Workspace Design teams combine the experience of unified communications consultants and space planners with broad industry experience, to give you access to experts on UC technology, best practices around user experience, and creative and professional interior design ideas.

How does it work?
Polycom will deliver the Workspace Design Service in four phases:

- **Discovery Workshop** - you explain your business requirements, and Polycom leads discussions around technology solutions that fit your company’s culture.
- **Analysis** - an internal Polycom process in which the gathered data will be discussed with subject matter experts to produce recommendations for a target solution.
- **Executive Summary** - a high-level solution summary, with recommendations that cover Technology, Workflow and Space Planning. Customer input is essential before producing the final report.
- **Final report** - the Workspace Design Document, delivered in PDF format.
For more information

If you are in the midst of technology transition, facilities strategy change, large building moves, or directives to redesign your conference rooms, contact Polycom today to discuss how our Workspace Design service can help you.
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Polycom helps organizations unleash the power of human collaboration. More than 400,000 companies and institutions worldwide defy distance with video, voice and content solutions from Polycom. Polycom and its global partner ecosystem provide flexible collaboration solutions for any environment that deliver the best user experience and unmatched investment protection.
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